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Efficient Infrared-Emitting PbS
Quantum Dots Grown on DNA and
Stable in Aqueous Solution
and Blood Plasma**
By Larissa Levina, Vlad Sukhovatkin, Sergei Musikhin,
Sam Cauchi, Rozalia Nisman, David P. Bazett-Jones,
and Edward H. Sargent*
Quantum-dot nanocrystals have been used to label single
molecules during living-cell assays[1] and provide direct visual
guidance and real-time confirmation of complete resection
during cancer surgery in an animal model.[2] The use of quantum dots for deep-tissue imaging accompanied by low autofluorescence in vivo requires emission in the second infrared
biological window of 1000±1200 nm combined with stability
in biological media. Surface chemistry determines the chemical and optical stability of quantum dots. A stabilizing outer
shell minimizes diffusion of oxygen to the surface of the core
of the nanoparticle, as demonstrated using a high-bandgap
semiconductor shell[3] and a dielectric shell.[4] Silanized nanoparticles have been shown to be water soluble and to retain
the absorption and emission spectra of the original particles;
however, the nanoparticles lost 60±80 % of their original
quantum efficiency in this process. Recently, oligomeric phosphines[5] have been employed to form three thin concentric
sublayers around quantum dots: an inner phosphine layer for
dot-surface passivation, a linking layer for protection, and an
outer functionalized layer for miscibility and subsequent
chemical modification or conjugation to biomolecules. In the
infrared, the application of this multistep synthetic method to
type-II core±shell nanoparticles has resulted in quantum dots
that show modest degradation in 37 C plasma over the course
of half an hour.[3]
Here we adopt an entirely different strategy: we report the
first growth of efficient infrared photoluminescent quantum
dots directly on a DNA template. Our infrared-emitting quantum dots grown on the biomolecular template are efficient
and stable in water, serum, and blood plasma.
DNA has previously been decorated with metal nanoparticles 5±10 nm in diameter through the use of thiol linkages.[6]
DNA has also been used as a long-term stabilizer and tem-
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plate in the growth of CdS nanocrystals, but with no reports of
a photoluminescence quantum efficiency.[7±10] Related progress has also been made in synthesizing CdS nanoparticles in
which growth was carried out at room temperature followed
by annealing at 80 C to improve photoluminescent properties; quantum efficiencies of 10±4 were estimated.[11] The only
previous report of DNA-templated growth on PbS has yielded
materials with no detectable luminescence in the infrared.[12]
We worked instead at a synthesis temperature at which
chemical interaction was possible between the metal cations
used in PbS growth and at least two classes of sites on DNA:
the phosphate backbone, and also DNA's purine and pyrimidine bases. The bases provide an additional opportunity for
control over the growth of nanoparticles and the passivation
of their surface states. The synthesis reported herein is simple,
reproducible, and yields PbS nanoparticles with exceptional
stability and photoluminescence quantum efficiency. Energyfiltered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) reveals
cubic-latticed PbS quantum dots 4 nm in diameter on a network of DNA. We obtain photoluminescence quantum efficiencies of up to 11.5 %. Aged in standard plasma at 37 C,
the DNA-grown PbS nanocrystals exhibit a quantum-efficiency half-life of one week. We fabricate thin solid films with
high optical quality and better than 4 nm surface roughness,
and we find that, in contrast to organometallic-route nanocrystals, solution-synthesized DNA-grown PbS nanocrystals
retain their high quantum efficiency when fabricated into solid-state films.
The synthesis (see Experimental for details) began with
heating the DNA solution for 20 min under nitrogen at temperatures ranging in our experiments from 20 to 100 C. The
DNA solution was maintained at temperature, and lead nitrate was added to it dropwise over 20 min to avoid DNA coagulation. Sodium sulfide was added by single injection, producing a dark red solution.
Dark-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was
carried out on a sample synthesized with highly polymerized,
calf-thymus DNA and subsequently dried onto a carbon grid
(Fig. 1a). The average nanoparticle diameter was estimated to
be 3.9 nm based on analysis of several images. We observed a
cubic diffraction pattern in the bright field, as shown in Figure 1b, where the magnified nanocrystalline region dominates
the field of view. X-ray absorption spectroscopy confirmed
the presence of Pb and S.
We employed EFTEM, also referred to as electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI), to determine the elemental composition.[13] We identified DNA strands in the field of view and
confirmed the presence of nanocrystals on individual DNA
strands. By acquiring images at energies corresponding to the
post-ionization edge of phosphorus, a phosphorus-enhanced
map was created (Fig. 2a). DNA is seen to form a network of
elongated filaments. Due to the proximity of the sulfur ionization edge to that of phosphorus, the nanocrystals appear as
bright dots within the phosphorus-enhanced image. Some of
the quantum dots are far apart along a DNA strand (arrow),
whereas others are in close proximity (arrowhead). This is
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ent in the phosphorus-enhanced map. This confirms that these
are electron-dense structures, consistent with nanocrystals. As
no contrast agents are employed, the DNA gives negligible
contrast in the bright-field image yet shows up clearly as elongated strands in the energy-loss micrograph.
Fluorophores for biological applications must exhibit large
absolute photoluminescence quantum efficiencies, and this
must be stable over time in relevant biological solutions. We
used the spectrally resolved integrating-sphere method (see
Experimental) to quantify photoluminescence quantum efficiencies. As shown in Figure 3a, excitonic features are absent
from absorption spectra. Similar observations have previously

a)

a)

b)

Figure 1. Transmission electron micrographs of DNA-grown PbS nanocrystals. a) Dark-field TEM acquired at 200 kV. Scale bar is 40 nm. Average nanoparticle size is approximately 4 nm. b) Higher-magnification
TEM image of a single nanocrystal showing its lattice structure.

b)

Figure 2. Energy-filtered TEM of DNA-grown PbS nanocrystals. a) Phosphorus-enhanced micrograph illustrates the network of elongated DNA
strands. Arrow: nanocrystals associated with DNA appear as bright
spots. Arrowhead: a strand with high loading of nanocrystals. Scale bar is
100 nm. b) Enlarged view of a region from (a), and c) its corresponding
bright-field image, demonstrating that the electron-dense objects in
bright field correspond to bright spots in the phosphorus-enhanced
image. Arrows point to regions that have high quantum dot nanocrystal
populations within strands of DNA. Scale bars are 50 nm.

readily apparent in the enlarged view (Fig. 2b). The dark
spots highlighted with arrows in the corresponding brightfield TEM image (Fig. 2c) correlate to the bright spots appar-

Figure 3. Optical properties of DNA-grown PbS nanocrystals. a) Photoluminescence spectrum of a typical DNA±PbS solution (red) under
830 nm excitation, along with the absorption spectrum (black) of a film
created from the same solution. The absorption spectrum was taken in
the solid state to avoid water absorption. The solution was synthesized
at 93 C. b) Photoluminescence spectra of aqueous solution samples
synthesized at room temperature (red, 7 h incubation period) or between
70 and 95 C (black, 20 min incubation period). Inset: Histogram created
using the photoluminescence spectra of 65 solution samples. This illustrates the reproducibility of the photoluminescence peak position. See
text for details.
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been made in other aqueous-synthesized PbS nanocrystals.[14,15] Increasing absorption at higher energies and strong
photoluminescence peaking near 1100 nm suggests quantum
confinement and band-edge luminescence consistent with
4 nm PbS nanocrystals.[16] Figure 3b shows additional photoluminescence spectra for four samples under excitation at
830 nm. When an extended (7 h) incubation was performed
at room temperature, the photoluminescence spectrum in
Figure 3b (red curve) was obtained, and a photoluminescence
quantum efficiency of 1.5 ± 0.5 % was measured. This spectrum exhibits an additional spectral feature red-shifted relative to the principal photoluminescence peak; we associate it
with trap-state emission which accounts for the weakened,
red-shifted luminescence. When the standard (20 min) incubation protocol was followed at room temperature, no measurable luminescence was observed. The black curves in Figure 3b are photoluminescence spectra for samples
synthesized at temperatures ranging from 70 to 95 C. At
higher temperatures, the increasing incidence of denaturation
bubbles makes potential binding sites available; this facilitates
better surface passivation and increases band-edge photoluminescence, and, thus, photoluminescence quantum efficiency. Across a set of twenty samples synthesized over this temperature range, an average absolute quantum efficiency of
9 ± 1 % was measured. The highest quantum efficiency measured was 11.5 ± 1 %. Spectra were identical across all of these
synthetic trials.
Stored in aqueous solution, samples synthesized using the
optimized protocol retained over 80 % of their initial quantum efficiency for over one month following synthesis. Across
a wide range of synthetic conditions little variation in photoluminescence spectra was observed, as illustrated by the histogram in the inset of Figure 3b. Photoluminescence spectra are
characteristically centered at 1085 nm and are 135 meV wide
at half-maximum. Occasional batches were produced that
exhibited the red spectral feature previously ascribed to trapstate emission in Figure 3a; these spectra were consistently
accompanied by poor quantum efficiencies.
Samples were diluted in standard blood plasma (1:1 by volume) and held at 37 C to study the effect of standard plasma
on sample ageing; in the best samples, a luminescence quantum efficiency half-life of one week was observed. In samples
that exhibited the additional spectral feature red-shifted relative to the main photoluminescence peak, corresponding to
low initial quantum efficiency, combining with blood plasma
increased their quantum efficiency and resulted in a growth in
intensity at the main peak emission wavelength.
We prepared thin solid films from DNA-grown nanoparticles and measured the photoluminescence quantum efficiency
of these to be 8 ± 1 %. This is in striking contrast to organometallic-route PbS nanoparticles, which exhibit 10±20 % quantum efficiencies in solution, but which, when subsequently
formed into pure or nanocomposite quantum-dot±polymer
films, degrade to 0.5±1.5 % photoluminescence quantum efficiency.[17±19] This has been variously attributed to the loss of
surface passivation during film formation and to interdot
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interactions when closely packed in the solid state. From the
interdot spacing seen in the EFTEM of Figure 2a and from
the preservation of luminescence quantum efficiency observed in films, DNA appears to keep the nanocrystals separated and passivated in the solid state.
In conclusion, we have reported the first synthesis of efficient photoluminescent quantum dots via growth on a DNA
template. The nanoparticles produce light in the infrared
wavelength range in which deep penetration into living tissue
and low autofluorescence have been demonstrated. The materials have high photoluminescence quantum efficiencies in
aqueous solution and are stable in plasma at body temperature for over one week. When formed into extremely smooth
(< 4 nm surface roughness) thin solid films, the materials
retain their photoluminescence quantum efficiency, in stark
contrast to infrared-emitting nanoparticles formed using the
organometallic route.

Experimental
Synthesis: All solutions were prepared by using deionized water
(18.2 MX cm). Type I fibrous highly polymerized (20 kb) DNA sodium salt (35 mg) from calf thymus (42 % cytosine-guanine base
pairs) was dissolved in water (5 mL) and incubated under nitrogen at
temperatures ranging from 20±100 C. Syntheses were performed under vigorous stirring (1250 rpm) in a three-neck flask equipped with a
condenser and thermocouple. With the solution held at the incubation
temperature, a lead nitrate solution (Pb(NO3)2, 3.0 mL, 1.0  10±2 M)
was added dropwise over 20 min using a syringe pump. A stoichiometric amount of sodium sulfide was added through a single injection,
resulting in a dark red solution. The heating mantle was removed and
the reaction flask allowed to cool to room temperature.
Syntheses carried out in the absence of DNA resulted in the rapid
formation of aggregated bulk particles, which precipitated from the
solution. These materials provided no measurable luminescence.
Obtaining DNA-supported PbS quantum dots depended on lead
and sulfur precursor concentrations. We investigated the effects of
varying i) the concentration of DNA salt, ii) the concentrations of
lead and sulfur precursors, and iii) the Pb/S molar ratio at temperatures over the range from 20 to 100 C. The DNA concentration was
varied from 1.0 to 7.0 mg mL±1. The highest photoluminescence efficiency and reproducibility were observed for the DNA concentration
range of 5.0±7.0 mg mL±1. The Pb/S molar ratio, when varied from
1:0.7 to 1:8, did not affect the photoluminescence quantum efficiency.
However, when the Pb/S molar ratio was held constant at 1:1, increasing the precursor concentrations led to increased photoluminescence
intensity up to a concentration of 5  10±5 moles in our 5 mL reaction
volume, beyond which precipitation occurred.
Determination of Absolute Photoluminescence Quantum Efficiency:
The experimental procedure and method of analysis that allow the absolute determination of photoluminescence quantum efficiency was
described in [20]. The method begins with calibration of the spectral
response of the entire system with the aid of an emission monochromator equipped with a tungsten-halogen lamp and calibrated photodetector. We acquired calibrated power spectra in three configurations of the integrating sphere: empty sphere, sample in sphere and
indirect illumination, sample in sphere and direct illumination. We
used this set of measurements to determine the absolute photoluminescence quantum efficiency, as they account for such effects as scattering from the sphere walls, absorption of the scattered light, and reabsorption of light emitted from the sample and subsequently
scattered from the sphere walls.
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Fabrication of Three-Dimensional
Nanostructures Using Reactive
Polymer Nanosheets**
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Film Formation: Uniform films occupying ~ 5 cm 5 cm were prepared by depositing 1000 lL of solution on a glass substrate. The solution was confined by inert sidewalls and allowed to dry. Films with
thicknesses ranging from 1±3 lm were fabricated. Atomic force
microscopy revealed a surface roughness of 4 nm over a 1 lm  1 lm
region. The films exhibited interference fringes apparent in the absorption spectrum. Fabry±Perot fringe spacing indicated a phase index
of 1.69 ± 0.03 between 1200 and 1500 nm. The films formed the core
of planar waveguides on silica (refractive index ~ 1.5), in which light is
well-confined to the DNA±PbS material.
TEM and EFTEM: TEM images were acquired using the transmitted- and scattered-electron detectors of a HD-2000 scanning transmission electron microscope operating at 200 kV (Hitachi). EFTEM
imaging was performed with a Tecnai 20 (FEI, Eindhoven) transmission electron microscope equipped with an electron imaging spectrometer (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) operated at 200 kV. Phosphorusenhanced images were collected at 155 eV energy loss, just beyond
the LII,III phosphorus ionization edge. A 20 eV energy window was
used. Bright-field images were collected at zero loss. For EFTEM
sample preparation, carbon films 3±5 nm in thickness were floated
onto 1000-mesh grids. The DNA±PbS solution was diluted in a mixture of Hepes (10 mM, pH 8) and MgCl2 (1 mM). A small drop was
placed onto the grid and allowed to adsorb to the film for 5 min. The
grid was then rinsed three times with filtered distilled water and allowed to dry in air.

The colors of nature surround us. Different aspects of the
interaction between light and matter produce them. The most
common is light interacting with colored pigments. However,
some living things, such as butterflies, beetles, birds, and tropical fish, exhibit color and have unique display systems that
use different interactions. Structural color is responsible for
their brilliant colors. Structural color originates from the interference, diffraction, scattering, etc. of light reflected from surface structures. Surprisingly, instead of pigments, they have
periodically ordered and highly organized microscale or nanoscale structures on their body surfacesÐtypically scales or
wings.[1±4] Several factors determine structural color and its intensity: the thickness and spacing of the layers of scales or epicuticles, the number of these layers, and the angle of incoming
light. For example, color resulting from light interference (interference color) is determined by the thickness meeting the
Bragg condition. Interference color is shown when a layer,
whose thickness is of the order of 100 nm, is on a flat and lustrous (highly reflective) surface. Therefore, nanoscale control
is required for surface structures to artificially create such
structural color and to apply similar structures to various advanced devices.[5±8]
For this structural color and for miniaturization of various
devices, a great deal of money, time, and effort have been devoted to developing techniques to fabricate two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures.[9±11] In particular, nanostructures comprised of organic materials have
been in demand for the last few decades because of their processability, ease of functionalization, light weight, flexibility,
and so on. For this purpose, various organic thin films and organic thin layers are widely used for producing microdevices
and nanodevices under severe space constraints.[12] For the deposition of organic thin layers onto solid substrates, representative organic ultrathin films are self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs);[13±15] polymer brushes made by free-radical polymerization and living radical polymerization, such as atom trans-
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